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Revolution in the City of Heroes 2015-10-08 written by a 24 year old indonesian medical
student turned military commander named suhario padmodiwiryo alias hario kecik revolution in
the city of heroes is an evocative first hand account of the popular uprising in surabaya the book
vividly portrays the chaotic swirl of events and the heady emotion of young people ready to
sacrifice their lives for a great cause newly liberated from nearly four brutal years under
japanese control the people of indonesia faced great uncertainty in october 1945 as the british
army attempted to take control of the city of surabaya maintain order and deal with surrendered
japanese personnel their actions were interpreted by the young residents of surabaya as a plan
to restore dutch colonial rule in response the youth of the city took up arms and repelled the
force sent to occupy the city they then held off british reinforcements for two weeks battling
tanks and heavy artillery with nothing more than light weapons and sheer audacity though
eventually defeated surabaya s defenders had set the stage for indonesia s national revolution
Revolution, Rebellion, Resistance 2013-04-04 why do revolutions happen decades of social
science research have brought us little closer to understanding where when and amongst whom
they occur in this groundbreaking book eric selbin argues that we need to look beyond the
economic political and social structural conditions to the thoughts and feelings of the people
who make revolutions in particular he argues we need to understand the stories people relay
and rework of past injustices and struggles as they struggle in the present towards a better
future ranging from the french revolution to the battle for seattle via russia china cuba vietnam
and nicaragua selbin makes the case that it is myth memory and mimesis which create maintain
and extend such stories revolution rebellion resistance identifies four kinds of enduring
revolutionary story civilizing and democratizing the social revolution freedom and liberation and
the lost and forgotten which do more than report on events they catalyse changing the world
Singapore's Permanent Territorial Revolution 2017-05-19 ever since singapore became an
independent nation in 1965 its government has been intent on transforming the island s
environment this has led to a nearly constant overhaul of the landscape whether still natural or
already manmade not only are the shape and dimensions of the main island and its subsidiary
ones constantly modified so are their relief and hydrology no stone is left unturned literally and
one could add nor is a single cultural feature be it a house a factory a road or a cemetery given
one of singapore s unique feature namely that the state is the sole landlord all types of property
in all parts of the island rural as well as urban were and remain subject to expropriation
fortunately always with due compensation this atlas illustrates essentially through diachronic
mapping of the changing distribution of all forms of land use the universality of what has
become a tool of social management by constantly replanning the rules of access to space the
singaporean state is thus redefining territoriality even in its minute details this is one reason it
has been able to consolidate its control over civil society peacefully and to an extent rarely
known in history
Revolution by the Book 1993 why most modern revolutions have ended in bloodshed and failure
and what lessons they hold for today s world of growing extremism why have so many of the
iconic revolutions of modern times ended in bloody tragedies and what lessons can be drawn
from these failures today in a world where political extremism is on the rise and rational reform
based on moderation and compromise often seems impossible to achieve in you say you want a
revolution daniel chirot examines a wide range of right and left wing revolutions around the
world from the late eighteenth century to today to provide important new answers to these
critical questions a powerful account of the unintended consequences of revolutionary change
you say you want a revolution is filled with critically important lessons for today s liberal
democracies struggling with new forms of extremism back cover
You Say You Want a Revolution? 2022-02-08 throughout eastern europe the unexpected and
irrevocable fall of communism that began in the late 1980s presented enormous challenges in
the spheres of politics and society as well as at the level of individual experience excitement
uncertainty and fear predicated the shaping of a new order the outcome of which was anything
but predetermined recent studies have focused on the ambivalent impact of capitalism yet at
the time parliamentary democracy had equally few traditions to return to and membership in
the european union was a distant dream at best nowadays as new threats arise europe s current
political crises prompt us to reconsider how liberal democracy in eastern europe came about in
the first place this book undertakes an analysis of the year 1990 in several countries throughout
europe to consider the role of uncertainty and change in shaping political nations



From Revolution to Uncertainty 2019-06-05 a major intellectual history of the american
revolution and its influence on later revolutions in europe and the americas the expanding blaze
is a sweeping history of how the american revolution inspired revolutions throughout europe and
the atlantic world in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries jonathan israel one of the world s
leading historians of the enlightenment shows how the radical ideas of american founders such
as paine jefferson franklin madison and monroe set the pattern for democratic revolutions
movements and constitutions in france britain ireland the netherlands belgium poland greece
canada haiti brazil and spanish america the expanding blaze reminds us that the american
revolution was an astonishingly radical event and that it didn t end with the transformation and
independence of america rather the revolution continued to reverberate in europe and the
americas for the next three quarters of a century this comprehensive history of the revolution s
international influence traces how american efforts to implement radical enlightenment ideas
including the destruction of the old regime and the promotion of democratic republicanism self
government and liberty helped drive revolutions abroad as foreign leaders explicitly followed the
american example and espoused american democratic values the first major new intellectual
history of the age of democratic revolution in decades the expanding blaze returns the american
revolution to its global context
The Expanding Blaze 2017-08-29 revolution is an idea that has been one of the most important
drivers of human activity since its emergence in its modern form in the 18th century from the
american and french revolutionaries who upset a monarchical order that had dominated for over
a millennium up to the arab spring this notion continues but has also developed its meanings
equated with democracy and legal equality at first and surprisingly redefined into its modern
meaning revolution has become a means to create nations change the social order and throw
out colonial occupiers and has been labelled as both conservative and reactionary in this concise
introduction to the topic jack r censer charts the development of these competing ideas and
definitions in four chronological sections each section includes a debate from protagonists who
represent various forms of revolution and counterrevolution allowing students a firmer grasp on
the particular ideas and individuals of each era this book offers a new approach to the topic of
revolution for all students of world history
Debating Modern Revolution 2016-02-11 although there are scores of books on the theme of
revolution ilan rachum s study is unique in its analysis from the perspective of political discourse
it examines how the term revolution entered western political vocabulary through a historical
survey covering the early renaissance to the french revolution antecedents of the term
revolution originated in italy from where they spread with modifications to france and finally
england rachum also examines the use and significance of the term during the enlightenment
the emergence of the epithet american revolution and the rebounding effects of this term on
french intellectuals on the eve of 1789 this fascinating study will excite historians political
scientists and anyone with an interest in the history of ideas that have had a lasting impact on
how we perceive and describe social change
"Revolution" 1999 what can the great crises of the past teach us about contemporary
revolutions jack goldstone shows the important role of population changes youth bulges
urbanization elite divisions and fiscal crises in creating major political crises goldstone shows
how state breakdowns in both western monarchies and asian empires followed the same
patterns triggered when inflexible political economic and social institutions were overwhelmed
by cumulative changes in population structure that collided with popular aspirations and state
elite relations examining the great revolutions of europe the english and french revolutions and
the great rebellions of asia which shattered dynasties in ottoman turkey china and japan he
shows how long cycles of revolutionary crises and stability similarly shaped politics in europe
and asia but led to different outcomes in this 25th anniversary edition goldstone reflects on the
history of revolutions in the last twenty five years from the philippines and other color
revolutions to the arab uprisings and the rise of the islamic state in a new introduction he re
examines his pioneering look at the role of population changes such as rising youth cohorts
urbanization shifting elite mobility as continuing causal factors of revolutions and rebellions the
new concluding chapter updates his major theory and looks to the future of revolutions in the
middle east asia and africa
Revolution and Rebellion in the Early Modern World 2016-12-19 andi lives in new york and
is dealing with the emotional turmoil of her younger brother s accidental death alex lives in paris



and is a companion to the dauphin the young son of marie antoinette and louis xvi during the
violent days of the french revolution when andi is sent to paris to get her out of the trouble she s
so easily enveloped by in new york their two stories collide and andi finds a way to reconcile
herself not only to her past but also to her future this is a heart wrenchingly beautiful evocative
portrait of lives torn apart by grief and mended by love
Revolution 2015-11-05 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to
its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our
commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high
quality modern editions that are true to the original work
The Evolution of Revolution (1921) 2009-04-01 situating the french revolution in the context of
early modern globalization for the first time this book offers a new approach to understanding its
international origins and worldwide effects a distinguished group of contributors shows that the
political culture of the revolution emerged out of a long history of global commerce imperial
competition and the movement of people and ideas in places as far flung as india egypt guiana
and the caribbean this international approach helps to explain how the revolution fused
immense idealism with territorial ambition and combined the drive for human rights with various
forms of exclusion the essays examine topics including the role of smuggling and free trade in
the origins of the french revolution the entwined nature of feminism and abolitionism and the
influence of the french revolutionary wars on the shape of american empire the french
revolution in global perspective illuminates the dense connections among the cultural social and
economic aspects of the french revolution revealing how new political forms at once democratic
and imperial anticolonial and centralizing were generated in and through continual transnational
exchanges and dialogues contributors rafe blaufarb florida state university ian coller la trobe
university denise davidson georgia state university suzanne desan university of wisconsin
madison lynn hunt university of california los angeles andrew jainchill queen s university michael
kwass the johns hopkins university william max nelson university of toronto pierre serna
université paris i panthéon sorbonne miranda spieler university of arizona charles walton yale
university
The French Revolution in Global Perspective 2013-03-19 the electrifying story of the
turbulent year when the sixties ended and america teetered on the edge of revolution named
one of the best books of the year by the st louis post dispatch as the 1960s drew to a close the
united states was coming apart at the seams from august 1969 to august 1970 the nation
witnessed nine thousand protests and eighty four acts of arson or bombings at schools across
the country it was the year of the my lai massacre investigation the cambodia invasion
woodstock and the moratorium to end the war the american death toll in vietnam was
approaching fifty thousand and the ascendant counterculture was challenging nearly every
aspect of american society witness to the revolution clara bingham s unique oral history of that
tumultuous time unveils anew that moment when america careened to the brink of a civil war at
home as it fought a long futile war abroad woven together from one hundred original interviews
witness to the revolution provides a firsthand narrative of that period of upheaval in the words of
those closest to the action the activists organizers radicals and resisters who manned the
barricades of what students for a democratic society leader tom hayden called the great refusal
we meet bill ayers and bernardine dohrn of the weather underground daniel ellsberg the former
defense department employee who released the pentagon papers feminist theorist robin
morgan actor and activist jane fonda and many others whose powerful personal stories capture
the essence of an era we witness how the killing of four students at kent state turned a
straitlaced social worker into a hippie how the civil rights movement gave birth to the women s
movement and how opposition to the war in vietnam turned college students into prisoners
veterans into peace marchers and intellectuals into bombers with lessons that can be applied to
our time witness to the revolution is more than just a record of the death throes of the age of
aquarius today when america is once again enmeshed in racial turmoil extended wars overseas
and distrust of the government the insights contained in this book are more relevant than ever
praise for witness to the revolution especially for younger generations who didn t live through it
witness to the revolution is a valuable and entertaining primer on a moment in american history
the likes of which we may never see again bryan burrough the wall street journal a rich tapestry
of a volatile period in american history time a gripping oral history of the centrifugal social



forces tearing america apart at the end of the 60s this is rousing reportage from the front lines
of us history o the oprah magazine the familiar voices and the unfamiliar ones are woven
together with documents to make this a surprisingly powerful and moving book new york times
book review an enthralling and brilliant chronology of the period between august 1969 and
september 1970 buffalo news bingham captures the essence of these fourteen months through
the words of movement organizers vets students draft resisters journalists musicians
government agents writers and others this oral history will enable readers to see that era in a
new light and with fresh sympathy for the motivations of those involved while bingham s is one
of many retrospective looks at that period it is one of the most immediate and personal booklist
Witness to the Revolution 2016-05-31 a compendium of original essays and contemporary
viewpoints on the 1917 revolution the russian revolution of 1917 reverberated throughout an
empire that covered one sixth of the world it altered the geo political landscape of not only
eurasia but of the entire globe the impact of this immense event is still felt in the present day
the historiography of the last two decades has challenged conceptions of the 1917 revolution as
a monolithic entity the causes and meanings of revolution are many as is reflected in
contemporary scholarship on the subject a companion to the russian revolution offers more than
thirty original essays written by a team of respected scholars and historians of 20th century
russian history presenting a wide range of contemporary perspectives the companion discusses
topics including the dynamics of violence in war and revolution russian political parties the
transformation of the orthodox church bolshevism liberalism and more although primarily
focused on 1917 itself and the singular revolutionary experience in that year this book also
explores time periods such as the first russian revolution early soviet government the civil war
period and even into the 1920 s presents a wide range of original essays that discuss brings
together in depth coverage of political history party history cultural history and new social
approaches explores the long range causes influence on early soviet culture and global after life
of the russian revolution offers broadly conceived contemporary views of the revolution largely
based on the author s original research links russian revolutions to russian civil wars as concepts
a companion to the russian revolution is an important addition to modern scholarship on the
subject and a valuable resource for those interested in russian late imperial or soviet history as
well as anyone interested in revolution as a global phenomenon
A Companion to the Russian Revolution 2020-10-19 the flow and counter flow of revolution and
counterrevolution have become the norm of the twentieth century in this fascinating and well
rounded volume the author illuminates the revolutionary process as it has developed from
antiquity to the present day from the vantage points of political science history and sociology
meisel s work is presented in the form of twelve absorbing episodes in the history of western
civilization his remarkable for the detail with which he approaches a subject often difficult to
define and even more difficult to explain he suggests a new and highly useful perspective of
history by viewing it as a process of revolution and counterrevolution and their transitional
stages as it is the nature of revolutions to fall short of their objectives and to enjoy only a brief
heyday that becomes the stereotype accepted by posterity the author emphasizes their
antithetical closing phases whose lessons posterity tends to forget meisel s belief is that second
echelon figures teach us more about the natural process of revolution than the atypical men of
destiny and he illustrates his account with many portrayals of comparative unknowns who lived
through all the stages of revolution and counterrevolution but revolutions can also be aborted or
be preceded by counterrevolutions as meisel demonstrates by enlightening analyses of
mussolini s coup d utat the origins of the spanish civil war and general de gaulle s defeat of a
potential army insurrection in behalf of french algeria in this profound and wide ranging work
meisel achieves an admirable balance between theory action and biography the result is a
unique survey of revolutionary history in which a sophisticated thinker provides on almost every
page a deepening understanding of the problems of revolution for the scholar and student of
political processes political theory and comparative politics the reader with a lively interest in
the modus operandi of history will also find this book compelling reading
Counterrevolution 2018-02-06 from the american revolution to the conflicts in afghanistan
revolutions have played a critical role in the course of history insight into the causes of
revolutions and the factors that shape their outcomes is critical to understanding politics and
world history and revolutions is a reader designed to address this need part one offers a
combination of classic treatises and late breaking scholarship that develops students theoretical



understanding of revolutionary movements part two shows students how these theories play out
in real life through rich accessible accounts of major revolutionary episodes in modern history
Revolutions 1994 in the 20th and 21st century revolutions have become more urban often less
violent but also more frequent and more transformative of the international order whether it is
the revolutions against communism in eastern europe and the ussr the color revolutions across
asia europe and north africa or the religious revolutions in iran afghanistan and syria today s
revolutions are quite different from those of the past modern theories of revolution have
therefore replaced the older class based theories with more varied dynamic and contingent
models of social and political change this new edition updates the history of revolutions from
classical greece and rome to the revolution of dignity in the ukraine with attention to the
changing types and outcomes of revolutionary struggles it also presents the latest advances in
the theory of revolutions including the issues of revolutionary waves revolutionary leadership
international influences and the likelihood of revolutions to come this volume provides a brief
but comprehensive introduction to the nature of revolutions and their role in global history
Revolutions: a Very Short Introduction 2023 the fourth revolution shows how the cyclical
nature of social movements has come to define not only american history but also the nation s
ideal of progress
The Fourth Revolution 2006 french revolution the basics is an accessible and concise
introduction to the history of the revolution in france combining a traditional narrative with
documents of the era and references to contemporary imagery of the revolution the book traces
the long and short term causes of the french revolution as well as its consequences up to the
dissolution of the convention and the ascendancy of napoleon the book is written with an explicit
aim for its reader to acquire understanding of the past whilst imparting knowledge using
underlying historical concepts such as evidence continuity and change cause and effect
significance empathy perspectives and contestability key topics discussed within the book
include the structure of french society before 1789 the long and short term factors that
contributed to the french revolution how ordinary french people including women and slaves
participated in the revolution what brought about the end of the ancien régime the major
reforms of the national assembly 1789 1791 and how they lead to the division and radicalisation
of the revolution how the alternative visions of the new society divided the revolution and what
were the internal and external pressures on the revolution that contributed to its radicalisation
the forms of terror which enabled reality to triumph over the idealism the rise of napoleon
bonaparte as military leader and emperor this book is an ideal introduction for anyone wishing
to learn more about this influential revolution in the shaping of modern europe and the world
Revolution 1985 a theoretical analysis and historical investigation of the cold war nuclear arms
race that challenges the nuclear revolution
French Revolution: The Basics 2021-12-22 the present is enough for common souls who never
looking forward are indeedmere clay wherein the footprints of their ageare petrified for ever i
received a letter the other day it was from a man in arizona it began dear comrade it ended
yours for the revolution i replied to the letter and my letter began dear comrade it ended yours
for the revolution in the united states there are 400 000 men of men and women nearly 1 000
000 who begin their letters dear comrade and end them yours for the revolution in germany
there are 3 000 000 men who begin their letters dear comrade and end them yours for the
revolution in france 1 000 000 men in austria 800 000 men in belgium 300 000 men in italy 250
000 men in england 100 000 men in switzerland 100 000 men in denmark 55 000 men in
sweden 50 000 men in holland 40 000 men in spain 30 000 men comrades all and revolutionists
these are numbers which dwarf the grand armies of napoleon and xerxes but they are numbers
not of conquest and maintenance of the established order but of conquest and revolution they
compose when the roll is called an army of 7 000 000 men who in accordance with the
conditions of to day are fighting with all their might for the conquest of the wealth of the world
and for the complete overthrow of existing society there has never been anything like this
revolution in the history of the world there is nothing analogous between it and the american
revolution or the french revolution it is unique colossal other revolutions compare with it as
asteroids compare with the sun it is alone of its kind the first world revolution in a world whose
history is replete with revolutions and not only this for it is the first organized movement of men
to become a world movement limited only by the limits of the planet
The Revolution that Failed 2020-03-05 beng hock and his brother beng huat who prefers to go



by archibald find themselves navigating a tumultuous singapore in the near future that has run
out of oil and gas running afoul of the growing gangs could mean slavery or death jobs are
scarce and food scarcer and home is a crumbling shanty town behind the city hall steam engine
station and as if these changes aren t drastic enough a great power awakens inside beng hock
and he must learn how to control it before it destroys everyone and everything in his way
Revolution 2021-04-24 this much is true you have been lied to the government is expanding
taxes are increasing more senseless wars are being planned inflation is ballooning our basic
freedoms are disappearing the founding fathers didn t want any of this in fact they said so quite
clearly in the constitution of the united states of america unfortunately that beautiful ingenious
and revolutionary document is being ignored more and more in washington if we are to enjoy
peace freedom and prosperity once again we absolutely must return to the principles upon
which america was founded but finally there is hope in the revolution texas congressman and
presidential candidate ron paul has exposed the core truths behind everything threatening
america from the real reasons behind the collapse of the dollar and the looming financial crisis
to terrorism and the loss of our precious civil liberties in this book ron paul provides answers to
questions that few even dare to ask despite a media blackout this septuagenarian physician
turned congressman sparked a movement that has attracted a legion of young dedicated
enthusiastic supporters a phenomenon that has amazed veteran political observers and made
more than one political rival envious candidates across america are already running as ron paul
republicans dr paul cured my apathy says a popular campaign sign the revolution may cure
yours as well
Beng Beng Revolution 2019-07-12 taking on decades of received wisdom david waldstreicher
has written the first book to recognize slavery s place at the heart of the u s constitution
famously the constitution never mentions slavery and yet of its eighty four clauses six were
directly concerned with slaves and the interests of their owners five other clauses had
implications for slavery that were considered and debated by the delegates to the 1787
constitutional convention and the citizens of the states during ratification this peculiar institution
was not a moral blind spot for america s otherwise enlightened framers nor was it the
expression of a mere economic interest slavery was as important to the making of the
constitution as the constitution was to the survival of slavery by tracing slavery from before the
revolution through the constitution s framing and into the public debate that followed
waldstreicher rigorously shows that slavery was not only actively discussed behind the closed
and locked doors of the constitutional convention but that it was also deftly woven into the
constitution itself for one thing slavery was central to the american economy and since the
document set the stage for a national economy the constitution could not avoid having
implications for slavery even more since the government defined sovereignty over individuals as
well as property in them discussion of sovereignty led directly to debate over slavery s place in
the new republic finding meaning in silences that have long been ignored slavery s constitution
is a vital and sorely needed contribution to the conversation about the origins impact and
meaning of our nation s founding document
The Revolution 2008-04-30 from 1789 in france to 2011 in cairo revolutions have shaken the
world in their pursuit of social justice revolutionaries have taken on the assembled might of
monarchies empires and dictatorships they have often though not always sparked cataclysmic
violence and have at times won miraculous victories though at other times suffered devastating
defeat this very short introduction illuminates the revolutionaries their strategies their successes
and failures and the ways in which revolutions continue to dominate world events and the
popular imagination starting with the city states of ancient greece and rome jack goldstone
traces the development of revolutions through the renaissance and reformation the
enlightenment and liberal constitutional revolutions such as in america and their opposite the
communist revolutions of the 20th century he shows how revolutions overturned dictators in
nicaragua and iran and brought the collapse of communism in the soviet union and eastern
europe and examines the new wave of non violent color revolutions the philippines yellow
revolution ukraine s orange revolution and the arab uprisings of 2011 12 that rocked the middle
east goldstone also sheds light on the major theories of revolution exploring the causes of
revolutionary waves the role of revolutionary leaders the strategies and processes of
revolutionary change and the intersection between revolutions and shifting patterns of global
power finally the author examines the reasons for diverse revolutionary outcomes from



democracy to civil war and authoritarian rule and the likely future of revolution in years to come
about the series oxford s very short introductions series offers concise and original introductions
to a wide range of subjects from islam to sociology politics to classics literary theory to history
and archaeology to the bible not simply a textbook of definitions each volume in this series
provides trenchant and provocative yet always balanced and complete discussions of the central
issues in a given discipline or field every very short introduction gives a readable evolution of
the subject in question demonstrating how the subject has developed and how it has influenced
society eventually the series will encompass every major academic discipline offering all
students an accessible and abundant reference library whatever the area of study that one
deems important or appealing whatever the topic that fascinates the general reader the very
short introductions series has a handy and affordable guide that will likely prove indispensable
Slavery's Constitution 2010-06-22 the french revolution remains the most examined event and
period in world history most historians would argue that it was the first modern revolution an
event so momentous that it changed the very meaning of the word revolution to its current
connotation of a political and or social upheaval that marks a decisive break with the past
moving the society in a forward or progressive direction no revolution has occurred since 1789
without making reference to this first revolution and most have been measured against it when
revolution shook the foundations of the old regime in france shock waves reverberated
throughout the western world the a to z of the french revolution examines the causes and
origins the roles of significant persons crucial events and turning points important institutions
and organizations and the economic social and intellectual factors involved in the event that
gave birth to the declaration of the rights of man and citizen the introduction of universal
manhood suffrage and the napoleonic empire an introductory essay chronology and
comprehensive bibliography complement the more than 400 cross referenced dictionary entries
making this a great resource for students and history enthusiasts alike
Revolutions: A Very Short Introduction 2014-01-06 2021 reprint of the 1938 first editon full
facsimile of the original edition and not reproduced with optical recognition software the
anatomy of revolution outlines the uniformities of four major political revolutions the english
revolution of the 1640s the american revolution the french revolution and the 1917 russian
revolution brinton notes how the revolutions followed a life cycle from the old order to a
moderate regime to a radical regime to thermidorian reaction the book has been described as a
classic famous and a watershed in the study of revolution it has been influential enough to have
inspired advice given to us president jimmy carter by his national security advisor zbigniew
brzezinski during the iranian revolution revised editions of brinton s book were published in 1952
and 1965 and it remains in print our edition reprints the classic account first published in 1938
brinton summarizes the revolutionary process as moving from financial breakdown to
organization of the discontented to remedy this breakdown revolutionary demands on the part
of these organized discontented demands which if granted would mean the virtual abdication of
those governing attempted use of force by the government its failure and the attainment of
power by the revolutionists these revolutionists have hitherto been acting as an organized and
nearly unanimous group but with the attainment of power it is clear that they are not united the
group which dominates these first stages we call the moderates power passes by violent
methods from right to left contents old regimes first stages of revolution types of revolutionists
rule of the moderates accession of the extremists reigns of terror and virtue thermidor summary
of the work of revolutions
The A to Z of the French Revolution 2007-02-23 this new edition of the most authoritative
comprehensive history of the french revolution of 1789 draws on a generation of extensive
research and scholarly debate to reappraise the most famous of all revolutions updates for this
second edition include a generous chronology of events plus an extended bibliographical essay
providing an examination of the historiography of the revolution opening with the accession of
louis xvi in 1774 the book traces the history of france through revolution terror and counter
revolution to the triumph of napoleon in 1802 and analyses the impact of events both in france
itself and the rest of europe william doyle shows how a movement which began with optimism
and general enthusiasm soon became a tragedy not only for the ruling orders but for the
millions of ordinary people all over europe whose lives were disrupted by religious upheaval and
civil and international war it was they who paid the price for the destruction of the old political
order and the struggle to establish a new one based on the ideals of liberty and revolution in the



face of widespread indifference and hostility
The Anatomy of Revolution 2021-12 revolution goes east is an intellectual history that
applies a novel global perspective to the classic story of the rise of communism and the various
reactions it provoked in imperial japan tatiana linkhoeva demonstrates how contemporary
discussions of the russian revolution its containment and the issue of imperialism played a
fundamental role in shaping japan s imperial society and state in this bold approach linkhoeva
explores attitudes toward the soviet union and the communist movement among the japanese
military and politicians as well as interwar leftist and rightist intellectuals and activists her book
draws on extensive research in both published and archival documents including memoirs
newspaper and journal articles political pamphlets and comintern archives revolution goes east
presents us with a compelling argument that the interwar japanese left replicated the orientalist
outlook of marxism leninism in its relationship with the rest of asia and that this proved to be its
undoing furthermore linkhoeva shows that japanese imperial anticommunism was based on
geopolitical interests for the stability of the empire rather than on fear of communist ideology
thanks to generous funding from new york university and its participation in tome toward an
open monograph ecosystem the ebook editions of this book are available as open access oa
volumes from cornell open cornellpress cornell edu cornell open and other repositories
The Oxford History of the French Revolution 2002-11-28 sewell synthesizes the material on the
social history of the french labor movement from its formative period to the first half of the 19th
century centers on the revolutions of 1789 1830 and 1848
Revolution Goes East 2020-03-15 what is indeed striking is the degree to which the essays
reveal a shared set of interests and adopt languages and concerns that reflect back and forth in
stimulating ways richard w kroll author of the material world
A Popular History of France from the First Revolution to the Present Time: 1795-1832
1878 this masterful comparative history traces the west s revolutionary tradition and its
culmination in the communist revolutions of the twentieth century unique in breadth and scope
history s locomotives offers a new interpretation of the origins and history of socialism as well as
the meanings of the russian revolution the rise of the soviet regime and the ultimate collapse of
the soviet union history s locomotives is the masterwork of an esteemed historian in whom a
fine sense of historical particularity never interfered with the ability to see the large picture
martin malia explores religious conflicts in fifteenth and sixteenth century europe the
revolutions in england american and france and the twentieth century russian explosions into
revolution he concludes that twentieth century revolutions have deep roots in european history
and that revolutionary thought and action underwent a process of radicalization from one great
revolution to the next malia offers an original view of the phenomenon of revolution and a
fascinating assessment of its power as a driving force in history
Work and Revolution in France 1980-10-31 this innovative new book argues that diplomacy
which emerged out of the french revolution has become one of the central ideological state
apparatuses of the modern democratic nation state the book is divided into four thematic parts
the first presents the central concepts and theoretical perspectives derived from the work of
slavoj Žižek focusing on his understanding of politics ideology and the core of the conceptual
apparatus of lacanian psychoanalysis there then follow three parts treating diplomacy as archi
politics ultra politics and post politics respectively highlighting three eras of the modern history
of diplomacy from the french revolution until today the first part takes on the question of the
creation of the term diplomacy which took place during the time of the french revolution the
second part begins with the effects on diplomacy arising from the horrors of the two world wars
finally the third part covers another major shift in western diplomacy during the last century the
fall of the soviet union and how this transformation shows itself in the field of diplomacy studies
the book argues that diplomacy s primary task is not to be understood as negotiating peace
between warring parties but rather to reproduce the myth of the state s unity by repressing its
fundamental inconsistencies this book will be of much interest to students of diplomacy studies
political theory philosophy and international relations
Refiguring Revolutions 1998-01-01 this book reasserts the importance of the french
revolution to an understanding of the nature of modern european politics and social life livesey
argues that the european model of democracy was created in the revolution a model with very
specific commitments that differentiate it from anglo american liberal democracy
History's Locomotives 2006-01-01 revolutionary currents explores the global cross currents



revolutionary ideologies that inspired four great modern revolutions in england america france
mexico between 1688 the early 1800s
Diplomacy and Ideology 2020-05-11 first translation into english of fichte s major work on the
french revolution
Making Democracy in the French Revolution 2001 the russian revolution in asia from baku to
batavia presents a unique and timely global history intervention into the historiography of the
russian revolution of 1917 marking the centenary of one of the most significant modern
revolutions it explores the legacies of the revolution across the asian continent and maritime
southeast asia with a broad geographic sweep including iran the caucasus central asia china the
philippines vietnam indonesia and india it analyses how revolutionary communism intersected
with a variety of asian contexts from the anti colonial movement and ethnic tensions to
indigenous cultural frameworks and power structures in so doing this volume privileges asian
actors and perspectives examining how asian communities reinterpreted the revolution to serve
unexpected ends including national liberation regional autonomy conflict with russian imperial
hegemony islamic practice and cultural nostalgia methodologically this volume breaks new
ground by incorporating research from a wide range of sources across multiple languages many
analysed for the first time in english language scholarship this book will be of use to historians of
the russian revolution especially those interested in understanding transnational and
transregional perspectives of its impact in central asia and southeast asia as well as historians of
asia more broadly it will also appeal to those interested in the history of islam
Revolutionary Currents 2004
Contribution to the Correction of the Public's Judgments on the French Revolution
2021
The Russian Revolution in Asia 2021-12-30
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